
If our wide variety of standard dimensions does not
entirely meet your filing requirements, if you need to file
non-standard-sized documents, or if you just want to
shave 2” or 3” off your drawer width to make better use
of the available space - simply send us a sketch of what
you need, including the desired dimensions! That's all
there is to it. If you need your file cabinet to support a work
surface, be mobile on sturdy casters, or if all eight
drawers must measure 261/2” wide and 24” deep - a
basic drawing is all it takes.

Flexfab - 8047 ALFRED STREET, ANJOU, QUEBEC, CANADA  H1J 1J3 1-888 351 0642 1-877 351 4577 sales@flexfab.ca
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Plan filesRoll-out top door

Many standard paint colors are available. We also offer
custom-matched colors, usually without additional charge.

Pocket door



Standard file cabinets or a custom-built, task-specific
storage system - that's the Flexfab alternative. 

Our standard line - a few of the components are shown
below - offers an unprecedented choice of dimensions,
from the 24'' width (so practical in small spaces), to the
42'' width, giving you the lowest filing cost per inch. You
want to maximise your filing space, ask for our High
Density lateral files. You prefer 101/2'' instead of 12'' drawers,
or plan to use your file cabinets as extra work surfaces
or as a full-height divider/storage wall, now you have 
the choice.

Standard at Flexfab, our locking mechanisms on lateral
files may be positioned between drawer 2 and drawer 3,
or drawer 3 and drawer 4, etc.

Also, all of our drawers have effective locking mechanisms,
even on 3” drawers!

Mobile locking mecanism 

3" drawer with lock

High density drawer

Black PVC handle Aluminium handle Fully embeded 
retratable door

Standard 12" drawer Adjustable levelers 
from the inside



Shelves and dividers

The Flexfab tower is a versatile personal storage cabinet.
One side functions as a traditional locker, while the other
half combines a modular drawer system and a hinged-
door opening with adjustable shelves.

Display unit

The open tower, with a practical bookcase and adjustable
shelves, is designed to suit your workspace's unique
needs. Our towers are available in both left- or right-
handed format.

We have a variety of multi-purpose units, with a wide
range of sizes and options available. 

Sloped shelf units are an effective way to store and display
brochures and magazines.

Open tower



We offer an extensive range of vertical files and pedestals.
Vertical files are available in different heights, and in both
letter and legal widths.

Flexfab pedestals provide more storage space without
taking up floor space. The overall height of 271/2” will fit
under a writing-height work surface. Letter or legal pedestals
are available in both 18”, 20”, 22” and 28” depths.

We offer a unique cabinet where you can store a tower
computer in a locked, ventilated cabinet that incorporates
filing and general storage.

All our drawers operate on fully extending, ball-bearing sus-
pension arms to ensure years of smooth, trouble-free use.

Drawer for small
accessories, CD, DVD…

Mobil pedestal

Compressor Modular pedestal Ventilated computer
compartment

Fully extending steel 
ball-bearing suspension

"Interlock" safety system


